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The purposes of this research are twofold.  First, it extends production risk 
from a production function to a more general cost function.  The theoretical model 
is capable of accounting for the effects of risk on a firm’s minimum cost and optimal 
input demands.  Second, the present research estimates the rate of change of total 
factor productivity for manufacturing listed firms in Taiwan.  Evidence is found 
that production risk appears to play an important role in production cost, the vast 
majority of sample firms belong to risk-averters, and that the electronic industry has 
experienced the fastest rate of growth in total factor productivity. 
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jitjitit WttDYt δδδ ,                    (2.4) 
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???????α??? )(1 α−Φ ??????????? εσ ????? ia ??
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?????? 
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(3.4)???????????????????????? ( 1ε <1) ?
????(Y&> 0)???TFP&????????????( 1ε >1)???????
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              [???? ? 3-2] 
3.3.2 TFP&???? 
  ?????????????????? 3-2????????????
??????????? 5.87%????????????????????
????????? 12.36%?????????? 6.07%?????????
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